7.4 Hotel Server

7.4.1 Forward Communities

The forward communities address the hotel servers without any honorific suffix except the women informants who use the honorific suffix to address them.

inke va: 'come here'
rentu ka:fi kontu va: 'bring two cups of coffee'
tanni ve:num '(I) need water'

Whereas women informants ask

tanni konta:ńka 'bring (Hon.) water'

School educated, lower income, old age group persons address the hotel server by the non-honorific marker ennata:.

7.4.2 Backward Communities

In the backward communities the hotel servers are addressed by the following ways:

Primary educated middle income, middle age and old age group, school educated, middle income middle age group, collegiate educated high income, middle and old age group informants address the servers by the attention caller ennappa: which carries the power avoidance neutral sense along with it.
Here, the use of the power avoidance neutral marker -ppa to the washermen by the server may be attributed to the relative low status of the addressee.

The women informants address the servers using -nka suffix and also receive -nka from them.

However, one can find significant changes in the address system of the young and middle age groups.

School educated, lower income, young age group, college educated, high income, young age group, college educated, middle income, middle age group and college educated, lower income, middle age group informants address the servers by using the honorific form ennanka and also receive the same from them.

7.4.3 Scheduled Communities

In the scheduled communities the following informants address the server with the honorific form -nka whereas the server uses the power avoidance neutral form ennappa: to them.

Primary educated, high income, old age group
primary educated, middle income, old age group
primary educate, lower income, young age group and
school educated lower income old age group
Here, the use of the power avoidance neutral marker -ppa to the washermen by the server may be attributed to the relative low status of the addressee.

The women informants address the servers using -inka suffix and also receive -inka from them.

However, one can find significant changes in the address system of the young and middle age groups.

School educated, lower income, young age group, college educated, high income, young age group, college educated, middle income, middle age group and college educated, lower income, middle age group informants address the servers by using the honorific form ennanka and also receive the same from them.

7.4.3 Scheduled Communities

In the scheduled communities the following informants address the server with the honorific form -inka whereas the server uses the power avoidance neutral form ennappa to them.

Primary educated, high income, old age group primary educated, middle income, old age group primary educate, lower income, young age group and school educated lower income old age group
7.5 Colleague

7.5.1 Forward Communities

In the forward communities, three types of address forms are available. They are,

1. Attention caller + ŋka > ennanka
2. Attention caller + ţa: > ennâta:
3. Attention caller + neutral forms > enna + name

Attention caller + ŋka form is used by the informants belonging to primary educated low income old age group, school educated middle income middle age group and college educated high income young age group.

Attention caller + -ta: form is used by the informants belonging to school educated low income young age group and college educated middle income middle age group. Neutral form i.e., adding no suffixes in the verb is found in the case of college educated low income young age group informants.

7.5.2 Backward Communities

In the backward communities also three types of situations are available. They are:
1. Adding -nka, the honorific suffix.

2. Adding -taː, the non-honorific suffix.

3. Neutral (Ø) marking.

Attention caller + nka is used by the following social groups:

PE + LIG + MAG
SC + HIG + OAG
CE + HIG + MAG
CE + HIG + OAG
CE + MIG + MAG
CE + LIG + MAG

Attention caller + taː non-honorific, intimacy form is used in the following social groups:

PE + MIG + MAG
PE + LIG + OAG
SE + MIG + YAG
CE + HIG + YAG

Neutral form (adding Ø suffix) is found in the following social groups:

PE + MIG + OAG
SE + LIG + MAG
SE + LIG + OAG